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SYNOPSIS

WE WERE HERE is the first documentary to take a deep and reflective look back at the arrival and impact of AIDS in San Francisco. It explores how the City’s inhabitants were affected by, and how they responded to, that calamitous epidemic.

Though a San Francisco-based story, WE WERE HERE extends beyond San Francisco and beyond AIDS itself. It speaks to our capacity as individuals to rise to the occasion, and to the incredible power of a community coming together with love, compassion, and determination.

Filmmakers David Weissman and Bill Weber co-directed the 2001 documentary, THE COCKETTES, chronicling San Francisco’s legendary theater troupe of hippies and drag queens, 1969 – 1972. WE WERE HERE revisits San Francisco a decade later, as its flourishing gay community is hit with an unimaginable disaster.

ABOUT THE FILM

WE WERE HERE documents the coming of what was called the “Gay Plague” in the early 1980s. It illuminates the profound personal and community issues raised by the AIDS epidemic as well as the broad political and social upheavals it unleashed. It offers a cathartic validation for the generation that suffered through, and responded to, the onset of AIDS. It opens a window of understanding to those who have only the vaguest notions of what transpired in those years. It provides insight into what society could, and should, offer its citizens in the way of medical care, social services, and community support.

Early in the epidemic, San Francisco’s compassionate, multifaceted, and creative response to AIDS became known as “The San Francisco Model”. The city’s activist and progressive infrastructure that evolved out of the 1960s, combined with San Francisco’s highly politicized gay community centered around the Castro Street neighborhood, helped overcome the obstacles of a nation both homophobic and lacking in universal healthcare. In its suffering, San Francisco mirrors the experience of so many American cities during those years. In its response, The San Francisco Model remains a standard to aspire to in seeking a healthier, more just, more humane society.

2011 will mark 30 years since AIDS descended. Like an unrelenting hurricane, the epidemic roiled San Francisco for two decades and only began granting some reprieve with medical advancements in the late 90s. The death years of AIDS left the City ravaged and exhausted, yet, as in most of the developed world, the worst seems past. Though thousands are still living with HIV, and new infections continue at an alarming rate, the relentless suffering of the 80s and 90s has given way to a kind of calm, and, understandably, a degree of willful forgetfulness. WE WERE HERE utilizes San Francisco’s experience with AIDS to open up an overdue conversation both about the history of the epidemic, and the lessons to be learned from it.

WE WERE HERE focuses on 5 individuals – all of who lived in San Francisco prior to the epidemic. Their lives changed in unimaginable ways when their beloved city changed from a hotbed of sexual freedom and social experimentation into the epicenter of a terrible sexually transmitted plague. From their different vantage points as caregivers, activists, researchers, as friends and lovers of the afflicted, and as people with AIDS themselves, the interviewees share stories which are not only intensely personal, but which also illuminate the much larger themes of that era: the political and sexual complexities, the terrible emotional toll, the role of women – particularly lesbians – in caring for and fighting for their gay brothers.

Archival imagery conveys an unusually personal and elegiac sense of San Francisco in the pre-AIDS years, and a window into the compassionate and courageous community response to the suffering and loss that followed. And it also conveys in a very visceral sense the horrors of the disease itself.

As a filmmaker and political activist who arrived in SF in 1976 and was deeply impacted by the epidemic, director David Weissman brings a unique personal understanding to this history.
Q&A WITH DIRECTOR DAVID WEISSMAN

You lived through this time in San Francisco as a political activist and were impacted by the epidemic. What eventually inspired you to document the beginnings of the disease?

I think I understood even in the midst of the epidemic that there would come a time when these stories would need to be told, for the benefit of the tellers as well as the listeners. It never occurred to me that I might be the one to facilitate that process until a younger boyfriend who’d heard me speak of those years many times suggested that I make a film.

How did you find the interviewees and what were your main criteria in “casting” them?

It was very organic. Most of them were people I’d known in one way or another over the years. I’d run into them somewhere and in the course of conversation it would occur to me that they might be good for the film. What I was looking for were people who’d lived in San Francisco prior to the coming of AIDS – having a pre-existing relationship with the City – and whose lives were dramatically changed by the epidemic. In terms of character, I was looking people with warmth and a welcoming presence, people who were ready and willing to revisit those years in an emotionally open and inquisitive way.

Both WE WERE HERE and your 2002 documentary THE COCKETTES focus on the city of San Francisco. What is your relationship with the city and why did you choose it to be a sixth “character” in the film?

San Francisco is in many ways my muse. The combination of its extraordinary physical beauty and its legacy as a haven for freedom seekers and creative adventurers captured my heart at a very young age. The cultural revolutions represented by the Haight Ashbury neighborhood in the 60s, and the Castro district in the 70s have deeply impacted my sense of identity and purpose. I believe strongly that the type of people who emigrated to San Francisco in the 60s and 70s had a big impact on the humane, creative ways the City responded to the epidemic.

2011 marks the 30th anniversary of the AIDS epidemic, and despite the ongoing education about the virus, there is still a sense of ignorance about the disease. Do you think this film is important to see for people of all different backgrounds, sexual orientation, religion, and political views?

I think there are lessons, and inspiration, in this film for everyone. There is a pretty strong likelihood that each of us will be confronted with some unexpected crises in our lives – possibly enormous ones. I think that the individuals in the film are inspiring reminders that we do have inner resources that we can access, and that in creating community we can do beautiful things under terrible circumstances.

What was your biggest surprise in making the film?

The biggest surprise was that I made it at all. I had been very ambivalent about making another documentary under any circumstances, certainly not one that would be dealing with such painful subject matter.

What does the film represent to you personally, and what do you hope people take away from it?

For me, the essence of the film is embodied in the beautiful nude self-portraits in the film that my friend John Davis took of himself shortly before he died. What AIDS had done to John’s body is horrifying and heartbreaking yet the photos are exquisite. The courage those photos embody, the devotion to art and the capacity to find beauty even under such horrible circumstances — I really wanted the film to capture and express that.
THE CREATIVE TEAM

David Weissman — producer, director
Active in San Francisco’s indie film scene since the mid-1980s, David is best known as the producer/co-director of the feature-length documentary, THE COCKETTES. Recipient of the LA Film Critics Award as Best Documentary of 2002, THE COCKETTES premiered at Sundance, was released theatrically, and was licensed for broadcast by The Sundance Channel, Logo, and the BBC. David was the first recipient in 1990 of the Sundance Institute/Mark Silverman Fellowship for New Producers.

Bill Weber — editor/co-director
Bill shifted into documentaries after more than 20 years as a high-end editor of groundbreaking commercials and music videos. Beginning with THE COCKETTES (co-director/ editor) Bill’s documentary credits include the HBO films LAST LETTERS HOME (Emmy nominated), THE FINAL INCH (Academy Award nominated), and THE ALZHEIMERS PROJECT. Bill also edited the 2007 Telluride-premiere documentary-feature HATS OFF, and for The History Channel Bill edited SEX IN 69 and the Emmy-winning GOLD RUSH.

Marsha Kahm — director of photography
Marsha was the cinematographer on Weissman and Weber’s film, THE COCKETTES. She has been freelancing as a Director of Photography in the Bay Area for over 25 years. Her shooting, both domestic and international, has included documentary and promotional work for HBO, WNET, KQED, MTV and the Movie Channel, as well as for independent producers. Marsha’s documentary work has been shown at the Sundance Film Festival and PBS, garnering awards at the New York, Chicago, Berlin, Toronto Film Festivals and the San Francisco International Film Festival.

Holcombe Waller — music
Holcombe is an American composer, singer and performance artist. He has performed across the United States and Europe, both solo and with his ensemble, The Healers. In addition to releasing 4 albums, Holcombe has also focused on commissions for multidisciplinary performance, dance scores, collaborations, and film scores. He has recently completed “Into the Dark Unknown,” an album of music from his touring theatrical folk concert by the same name.